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lntrod uct ion
In the last issue of Southern Africa Solidarity,
we expressed some uncertainty as to whether
the anti-apartheid movement would continue to
grow. Well, a lot of time as gone by since then,
and events - both in Southern Africa and here
in the United States - show that the struggle is
actually intensifying.

In Southern Africa: In the past few months,
we've seen an escalating guerrilla war in Zimbabwe (thousands of whites are pouring out of the
country monthly), and in South Africa the trial
of the Soweto 11 - the leaders of the 1976
uprising in Soweto - has created an uproar.
Meanwhile, the "routine" injustices mount;
the bulldozing of squatter's camps (areas where
black families have errected make-shift homes
in order to live to their working relatives),
displacing thousands of people, and the continual arrest & harrasment of anyone remotely
active against the system of apartheid. In protest against bantu education, many black
school students are staying away from school.
Recently, black youths have begun to take up
guerrilla training.
In the U.S.A. : In response to Ian Smith's
visit to the United States, 1,000 people demonstated in L.A., and 300 demonstrated in New
York City (demonstrations were held in other
cities as well). At Brown University, 600 studenst turned up to call for divestment and
victory to the freedom fighters. The demonstration was militant, linking the issue of apartheid
to the racist admission policie~ of the University. Southern Africa Solidarity is pleased to be
able to cover some of these activities first hand.
In addition, we are publishing a couple of
analytical articles. Readers are welcome torespond to the political ideas expressed.

Response to our last issue was good. We sold
out of the first batch, and we received a number
of letters asking for additional copies. We hope
to put together the next issue during the Christmas vacation. We encourage readers to send in
reports of activity they're involved in. If you
wish to order any additional copies, please
prepay. Issues 1 & 2 are still availible.
This issue was put together by Kent Worcester,
Paul D' Amato, and Adam Max, members of
the International Socialist Organization. Write
to us at: P.O.Box 104, Kendall Square Station,
Cambridge, Ma. 02142.

Activity in the East
"f'ujts - A candlelight vigil was held here at
midnight outside the Pr~sident's house to protest the University's holding of 27 percent of its
stock in companies which invest in apartheid.
On October 25 some 25 students protested
against the First National Bank of Boston's
visit to the campus to discuss "career opportunties in international banking". Protestors chanted ''Quarantine the Smith regime.''
New York City- At Columbia, 125 students
protested this semester a Board of Trustees
meeting. The protest for divestment followed a
memorial for Steven Biko.
UMass-Amherst- October 5 saw 50 demonstrators picketing recruiters from IBM1 Union
Carbide, and Texaco for those companies policies in Southern Africa. Further Actions are
planned against similar recruiting visits.
Knoxville - At the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, a number of 'study-ins' have been
held in the President's office - and four
students were arres _ted for demanding a say at
a recent Trustees meeting. After the protesters
were evicted, the Trustees rejected unanimously
a proposed committe to study the issue of
divestment.

Boston University - Although a strike of
maintainence workers (local254, SEIU) is tying
up people's time, the bu exposure, a student
radical paper, devoted most of its October issue
to Southern Africa & the Boston University
connection. It seems that the administration's
ties are very strong with apartheid - to the
tune of $5,120,667 in stocks, and $5,592,701 in
bonds.
The B. U. Southern Africa Solidarity Committee is fighting for three things. They are:
1. B.U. must divest all holdings in corporations
and financial institutions doing business in
South Africa
2. B. U. must make a public statement condeming the apartheid regime and U.S. involvement
in it
3. B. U. must stop extending use of its facilities
to corporations dealing in South Africa
Amherst- At Hampshire College, despite the
fact that the College divested last year, 20
students met a couple of weeks ago to discuss
agitating around the issue. And at Amherst
College, several students protested at the October meeting of the Board of Trustess over the
issue of divestment.
Providence - On October 13, 600 demonstrated at Brown University protesting the Universities' holdings in corporations operating in
South Africa and its racist policies towards
minority students.
The demo was called by the Southern Africa
Solidarity Committee, and the Third World
Coalition.
Princeton - 200 protested here on September
29 & October 27 over the University's continued involvment in racism. During the summer,
the University bought shares in Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Bank, and Control Data Corporation - after students had occupied the
administration building last spring!

•••
Dartmouth - The weekend of November 3-5
saw a number of actions here. There were
picketsThursday, Friday and Saturday from 12
to l in front of the hotel where Trustees were
staying. There was a lung vigil Thursday night
-which lasted all the way till sunday morning.
Twenty brave souls participated.
Elsewhere on the campus on Thursday night a
debate was held between a representitive from
the African National Congress, and Ian N;el
from the South African Embassy. 400 watched
the shredding of Nel's arguments. The next
night, Prexy Nesbit spoke on "The U.S.· in
South Africa- the Dollar Connection.''
All the time while this was all going on,
protestors were fasting!
Right now, the Upper Valley Committee for a
Free Southern Africa (the group on campus) is
planning activity around the Trustee's next
meeting when divestment will be discussed. The
Committee already has 1,500 signitures asking
the Trustees to divest.

Brandeis- The movement for divestment here
broke down last Spring, when some students
were willing to accept partial divestment. But
the movement is now back together, and students are calling for complete withdraw! of
investments.
Here, as well as in other East Coast Campuses,
the Board of Trustees have formed an Academic Committee For Shareholder Responsibility
consisting of teachers, students, and administators.
In December 1977, the Trustees issued the
following statement:
"the trustees believe that necessary change
may be hastened by the exercise of economic
power by United State's corporations doing
business in South Africa. The Trustees believe
it is preferable to support the end of political,
social, and economic discrimination through
the presence of U.S. corporations than torequire the immediate and outright withdraw! of
capital and employment opportunities which
would result in a special hardship for Black
South Africans ... The Trustees have instructed
the President to appoint a committee including
students, faculty, and administrators to advise
the Investment Committee of the Board of
Trustees respecting ethical investment of the
University's endowment.
The Brandeis Divest Committee refuses to
have anything to do with this shame scheme,
understanding that the committee is a token
jesture on the part of the Administration. "We
refuse to be diverted, difused, or co-opted,"
said Tom Ranuga, an African student active in
the divestment group.
In response to the actions of the Administration, a three day picket line was held in mid-October outside the Administration Building. Since then, there have been a series of meetings to
explain to students the issues involved. The
B.D.M. hopes that support for divestment will
be rebuilt at Brandeis.

in the Mid West • • •
Evanston, II - There were 350 people at the
first midwest conference on South Africa.
What have up to now been isolated movements on college campuses and in communities
were given a regional framework for continuing
struggles.
Fifty-two different college anti-apartheid
groups and fifteen trade unions were represented on October 20-22 at the conference on the
Northwestern University campus.
The conference adopted two major proposals.
The first is the calling for a week of coordinated
national activities, originating primarily on the
campuses, for March 18-24, 1979. This is the
anniversary of the Sharpeville massacre. The
nother proposal is the calling for the formation
of a continuation committee, on which campus
& national organizations will be represented.
Carrying out these proposals will give a much
needed impetus to anti-apartheid groups on

campuses where divestiturl 1emonstrations
have already taken place and Boards of Trustees have responded with token actions such as
endorsing the Sullivan Principle:,.
Among the specific actions endorsed by the
conference was a one-day picket of the head
offices of General Motors in Detroit on March
23. General Moters is one oft he largest overseas investors in South~.:rn Africa. They supply
vehicles to the South African military, and it
has indicated its willingness to support apartheid in case of civil di ,turbances.
There were also repL ted c:1lls at t~e conference for ending certain forms of campus involvement such as research and fighting to end
U.S. diplomatic ties with South Africa.
The overwhelming sentiment at the conference
was an anti-capitalist one. Support was expressed for all the liberation movements in
Southern Africa. Problems facing black South
Africans were formulated within the framework of the necessity of a struggle by the
freedom fighters against expressions of world
capitalism. Milton Fisk

and West
Berkeley, Ca. - The divestment movement at
Berkeley is in its 3rd year. It was stimulated by
a sit-in at Stanford a couple of years ago. The
movement has been statewide - there's the
Campuses United Against Apartheid (CUAA),
but little is now happening anywhere but Berkeley. CUAA continues to meet regularly.
Last Spring the movement at Berkeley crested
when a call for a special hearing on divestment
by the Board of Regents was met. No decision
was made, though - due to a lack of a
quorum. A sit-in followed with 150 people. 51
were arrested. Up until late Spring the movement and leadership was dominated by liberal
democrats. Their position is an anti-corporate,
moralistic, small business position.
Recently there has developed a loose coalition
of left-wingers, who have been pushing for a
more concrete anti-capitalist analysis. We have
been pushing for a more political tone & action
with less mindless activism. We have been
working as a caucus within SERJ (Students for
Equality & Racial Justice.). SERJ has a good
reputation and wide following for actions with
a hard-core 75 who attend meetings regularly.

Right now, liberals see South Africa as one
campaign in a larger movement. This orientation means that the politics of the movement
will be diluted. We all want a genuine student
movement. But on what basis? The liberals
constantly talk of "broadening our focus" to
give us "more handles" for reaching and drawing in more students. Unfortunatly this means
no real analysis. It points to a dead end in
which those who are political drop out of SERJ
because it lacks a clear perspective.
Tom Freeman
Columbia - 300 students at the University of
Missouri protested here Sept. 22 in from of the
administration building. The university has $20
million invested indirectly in South Africa.

Results & Prospects in S. A.
Southern Africa After Soweto, Alex Callinicos
and John Rogers, Pluto Press, 1978, 230 pages
Southern Africa After Soweto is a historical
and contemporary analysis of social, economic
and political forces in Southern Africa. It sees
the Lisbon coup in 1974 and the defeat of the
Portuguese colonists in Angola shortly afterwards as the "turning point" which has undermined the stability of the white regimes in the
whole region, and brought the United States
more actively into the political arena there.
Although the book analyzes the political
forces at work in Angola, Rhodesia, and Zambia, it focuses on South Africa. Providing some
detailed analysis of the history of South Africa
since the turn of the century, the central idea of
the book being that the capitalist mode of
production has dominated South Africa's economic development throughout the period.
Therefore, there is even less of a justification to
support uncritically a nationalist revolution
than in lesser developed countries.
Callinicos and Rogers point out that apartheid
came about as a specific response to a situation
in which the black working class was challenging the ability of the Afrikaner b~eoisie to
rule. In 1943 the War Measures Act was passed
outlawing African strikes. But there were over
60 illegal African strikes the next year. ''The
decisive battle came in 1946 when the African
Mine Workers Union joined the wave of strike
militancy ... This was a turning point in South
African history. A settled urban African working class had emerged and was laying claim to
trade union rights, higher wages, to end pass
laws, and to better housing. The miners' strike
had been based on demands which, if met,
would have turned the most important section
of the black proletariat into a stable urban
group, ending their status as migrant workers."
(p.50).
Instead, using fascistic ideology, and offering
material benefits to the Afrikaner working class, the Nationalist Party, behind Vorster, won
the 1948 elections, and implemented apartheid
as a means to control every aspect of the lives of
black workers.

Since that time, international capitalist investments have increased tremendously in South
Africa, with the U.S.' investments playing a
more dominant role in the 1970's. The manufacturing industries have expanded in this time,
increasing the size of the black proletariat.
While apartheid has segregated the trade union,
which are "officially committed to defending
the privileges of white workers" (p.80), there
are an increasing number of strikes among
blacks, many of which have been organized
from "spontaneous meetings at the work~lace." (p.82).
Although there has been no organized effort
to unite the struggles of the students who
sparked the Soweto uprising in 1976 with the
struggles of black workers, there is great potential in South Africa for a revolutionary socialist
movement. It is clear from Callinicos, however,
that the dominant organized political force
among blacks in South Africa is the Communist Party backed African National Congress.
Although they laud their heroism, the authors
also warn that heroism is not enough. The ANC
is controlled by the black petty bourgeoisie and
does not have a socialist perspective. It doesn't
try to build the independent organization of the
black working class. That is, if the black working class did develop an independent perspective, the potential for a socialist revolution
would be threatening to the interests of the
black petty bourgeoisie.
The basic theory of revolution to which the
authors subscribe is the theory of permanent
revolution. That is, South Africa is part of the
international capitalist economy. As such, even
a socialist revolution Jed by the South African
black working class would be subject to international poltical forces, and its ultimate success
would be dependent on a socialist revolution
elsewhere, particularly in the United States.

Peter Lowber
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The mass removal of populaion has the basic
aim of separating Africans into their ethnic
"nations." These forced removals hit black
women hardest. It is impossible to adequately
describe what the systematic break-up of family
life has done to black women. A mission doctor
described the problems:

Women in South Africa suffer first and foremost from the barbarity of Apartheid. African
women suffer a double burden. Inferiority has
been imposed on all Africans by the nature of
white Colonial rule. But African women have
been reduced to the lowest status, stripped of
all rights and opportunities. She has also been
denied the right to live with her own husband
and the right to bring up and care for her
children.
In particular, three policy factors -- pass laws,
migrating labor, and population removals deeply penetrate the lives of African women,
All black workers outside the reserves are
migrant who leave their 'country' to work in
white S.A. One half of the African labor force
in urban areas is migrant labor. Migrant labor
causes the destruction of family life because
wives and children are considered unnecessary
dependents who must be removed from the
urban areas where they serve no purpose for the
white economy.
A resolution passed at the 1973 Congress of
the Afrikaaner Student's Organization demanded that "all the black women and children in
the white areas be shipped back to the homelands and only the men should be left in the
white areas for as long as we need them." In
this way migrant labor is the most important
single factor in the life of South African women.

''A mother may become infuriatingly inert
and difficult' to help because the struggle seems
so hopeless. Often she struggles on - it is
uncomfortable to picture the sort of scenes
where distracted women try to comfort hungry
children in empty huts scattered through the
reserves. Eventually she is driven to leave her
children with whoever will have them and go to
the towns to work for them."
Four million African women live in the
"homelands" -the reserves. Pass laws forbid
them from taking up lawful residency in cities
or urban areas. Black women cannot own property, inherit, sue or be sued. Regardless of age
or marital condition, women are always subject
to the authority of men. Women suffer from
land hunger, lack of jobs, and all-encompassing lonliness.
In the towns there is greater barbarity. Fewer
black women than men qualify for residency.
Marriage to a town man does not automatically
qualify her - and it is more difficult for a
woman to get a job or a home. Children are
illegal in both town and country. The black
child is useless as far as the white regime is
concerned; they are the most superfluous of all
the worker's "appendages". When children
reach the age of 16, they must be registered. If
a child is not registered or is living with his or
her mother who is illegally living in a town, the
child will be sent to the reserves.
More and more African women are being
employed, and this will continue to be impor:
tant in terms of the potential for building a
revolutionary workers and revolutionary feminist movement.

,

the willingness to fight
.

·

.In 1920, 25 percent of the black labor force
was female, and they were concentrated in
domestic work and as farm-labor. Less than 4
percent were in manufacturing and transportation, but since then th<" number has slowly
increased.
Despite ·he under representation in industry,
where tl. f are working, black women have
been active and prominent in the Trade Union
movement This is particularly true in the garment, tex . .!, food canning and processing,
where the majority of workers are women.
The most prolonged struggle by women in
South Africa centered around the refusal of
women to accept the pass laws. The struggle
against passed & permits began as early as 1913.
But the first major protest against the pass laws
took place on October 1955 with a demonstration of over 2,000. The movement grew, and it
culminated in a mass demonstration in Pretoria
on the 9th of August, 1956. Over 20,000 women
assembled and from that day on August 9th has
been Women's Day in South Africa.
The protest continued and so did the police
repression. In 1959, when 2,000 women demonstrated in Durban, the police charged women
with riot clubs, beating the women and the
children who were tied to their backs. When the
harsh anti-terrorism legislation was introduced
in the 1960's women were among those who
suffered solitary confinement, torture, and
physical assult. They were subjected to banning
and imprisonment.
In 1973 women played a prominent role in the
strike wave of that year, in particular among
textile and cannery workers. Since 1974 more
and more women have been involved in the
student movement such as the all black South
African Students Organization, and in the demonstrations in the townships such as Soweto.

Black women in -south Africa have shown
repeatedly the capacity to understand and the
willingness to fight for changes that will lift
them further from their present situatiOn. Black
women are fightmg to destroy the whole basis
of racial exploitation and in doing so are fighting for the liberation of all women & men.
Barbara Winslow
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BLACK WORKERS
UNDER APARTHEID
The tremendous growth of the South African
economy since the Second World War laid the
basis for the apartheid state. It has also created a
massive black working class. By 1971 there were
about 6.1 million black workers employed in
mining, manufacturing and services.
The apartheid system consolidated since 1948
greatly speeded up the proletarianization of the
black population. African peasants living in the
countryside outside the Homelands, whether as
labor tenents or as "squatters" on white farms,
or in "black spots", pockets ofland reserved for
African ownership under the Native Land Acts,
have been removed and dumped in resettlement
camps in the Bantustans - 1,393,000 people
between 1960 & 1970 alone. Deprived of their
land, with nothing to sell but their labor-power,
these Africans have been forced to work for very
low wages.
At the same time, government policies stimulated the expansion of manufacturing industry.
The result has been the very rapid growth in the
demand for black labor, particularly since many
of the new industries were labor intensive. Not
only did the black workforce grow very quickly,
but also many more black women became wage
laborers. The number of economically activewhites grew by about 50 percent between 1951
and 1970 and the number of wage-earning
blacks by 80 percent, the number of black
women workers grew by 230 percent. In 1951, 24
percent of black women were wage earners; by
1975, 46percent were. The ratio of black women
workers to all black workers rose from 1:5 in
1960 to 1:3 in 1970. Although the great majority
of black women work in agriculture or as
domestic servants in white homes, the number
working in manufactoring grew tenfold between
1951 and 1970, from7,oooto70,000.
The white working class has a vested interest in
maintaining job reservation that is, in a situation
aimed at keeping the mass of South African
workers as rightless, unskilled cheap labor. The
"wage g•. ,J" between black and white earning is
growing. Between 1965 and 1970 the ratio of

white to black wages grew from 5:1 to 6:1 in
manufactoring; from5.5:1 to6.5:1 in construction; and from 17: 1 to 20:1 in goldmining.

The official trade union movement is committed to defending the privileges of white workers.
At the founding conference of the Trade Union
Cbnference of South Africa in 1954, its 200,000
members decided to exclude Africans. Tucsa's
slogan "equal pay for equal work" simply
entrenches the white workers' privileges, 8ince
black workers are denied opportunities for equal
work.
White workers' wages are kept artifically high
by job reservation, which excludes black workers from skilled jobs and creates a skilled labor
shortage. Because this privileged position enjoyed by white workers depends on settler control
of the state, the can be expected to resist any
concessions to black interests. The liberation of
the black majority in South Africa will take
place against the opposition of the mass of white
workers.

And there have been other struggles too. The
goldmines have also been shaken up by labor
struggles. A major black strike for higher pay
broke out in Western Deep Levels at Carletonville near Johannesburg in September 1973. The
Johannesburg Star pointed out the Western
Deep Levels is "one of the wealthies mines in the
world. Last year it achieved a total working
profit of over 46 million rand and paid out 20
million in dividends." The owners, Anglo-A
merican, called in the police the day the miners
came out, on September 11th. Eleven miners
were shot dead and the strikers went back to
work the next day.

That the apartheid system has been successful
in holding down black wages is shown by the fact
that 80 percent of the African employees in
British and South African controlled firms in
South Africa were being paid below the Poverty
Datum Level, the minimum subsistance level in
1972.
But it is also under strain. The survey on which
this figure is based was undertaken at a time
when inflation was rocketing: the official figures
for price increases. at 8 percent, understated the
increases in food prices caused by the devaluation of the ran in 1971 and rising world food
prices. The result was a tremendous wave of
strikes in the Durban area in January and
Febuary of 1973 which, at their height, involved
nearly 100,000 workers, mainly in the textile
industry, but also in rubber, iron & steel,
chemicals, and the electrical services industries.
These took place after a decade of relative
quiescence amoung black workers.
The Durban strikes represented a turning point
in the history of the black working class of South
Africa. The strikes gave a tremendous boost to
the black workers' movement generally. For the
first time workers felt the power of their own
collective strength.
The strike wave stimulated in the unofficial
black trade union movement. In 1969 there were
13 African unions with 16,000members; by 1974
there were 22 African unions, with 40,000 to
45,000members.

Nonetheless, disturbances continued. One
hundred and sixty-two miners died violently
between September 1973 and March, 1976. A
surpressed government report admitted that
"the fundamental cause was the migrant labor
system itself which herds thousands of men into
the psychologically unhealthy and explosive
enviroment of barrick-like compounds.''

The last few year have seen the dramatic
increase in the mineowners' dependence on
cheap black labor, which, given the pressure
exerted by the fall in the gold price to cut cost,
will mean dramatic struggles of black mine
workers.
The great boom in the South African economy
has immesurably increased white capital's dependence on black labor. A large and increasingly self-as~ertive black working class has flexed its
muscles in the last few years. In attempting to
respond to this challenge, the white ruling class
is faced with difficulties.
It is not possible for South African capital to
demolish the aparthid system and give black
workers rights comparable to the rights of white
workers. First, the dominant fraction of South
African capital, the Afrikaner bourgeoisie, derives its position of hegemony from its control of
the state. This, in turn, depends, on its mass base
among white workers. Yet, as we have seen,
white workers derive their position of privilege
from the settlers' monopoly of political power.
Second, the lass advanced sections of South
African capital, as well as the gold-mines,
depend on the migrant labor system to keep
down black wages, the most important component of their costs. Third, the trans~tion from
apartheid to "normal" bourgeois democracy
would threaten an upsurge among black workers
that could bring down capitalism in South
Africa.

To some extent, the Homelands policy of
turning Bantustan rulers into representatives of
urban black workers has worke Gatsha Buthlezi,
chief executive of KwaZulu Bantustan, and
other KwaZulu representatives, were able to
play a mediating role in the Natal strikes, where
many of the workers invovled were Zulu in
origin. Buthelezi has also launched a Zulu
separatist movement, Inkatha Ye Sizwe (Power
is Ours), which has a following among Zulu
migrant workers and which played a strikebreaking role during the Soweto stay-at-home of
August 1976.
The hold of tribal leader on the increasingly
urbanized black working class is weakening,
however, and a policy of "domestic detente" is
now being promoted so that the small black
middle class will be built up. But these schemes

are unlikely to succeed. T .J .Makhaya, the chairperson of the Soweto Urban Bantu Council, and
Richard Maponya, the Soweto millionaire, were
forced into hiding and their homes place under
police guard to protect them from the anger of
yooog black militants after the Soweto uprising
in June 1976. The embryonic black trade-union
leadership is also far too weak to act as a brake
on the militancy of black workers. There is very
little to prevent the black workers' struggle
against starvation wages and the denial of
political and trade-union rights from developing
into a struggle against capitalism itself.
Alex Callinicos & Paul D'Amato

Two Documents
1

Tae following proposal was drafted by the
Socialist Caucus of the divestment group in
Berkeley, Ca. (see report. )It is in response to
the previous position of the group in favor of
reinvestment.
1. The existing position (of Students for Equality and Racial Justice in supporting reinvestment in "progressive" causes as an alternative
for corporations & universities taking their
money out of South Africa) tends to ignore the
context of divestment and reinvestment, namely international capitalism. In particular, it is
contradictory to talk about undermining capitalism in South Africa while bolstering it in the
United States.
2. The existing position expresses utopian visions concerning the impact of reinvestment.
Whether funds were reinvested in small agriculture, solar energy or construction, it would
have little impact on the material existence of
the oppressed peoples of the United Stcttes, just
as divestment by the University of California
would have an equally slight influence on the
lives of black South Africans.
3. To make reinvestment the subject of a position is to explicitly embrace the capitalist order.
Therefore, reinvestment is the concern of capitalists and not members of SEhJ.
4.1nstead divestment should be used as a political tool for disseminating information and
mobilizing concern for the oppression and exploitation of blacks under apartheid and drawing attention to the role of the United States in
bolstering the South African state.
5.Inasmuch as reinvestment refocused SERJ
activities towards injustices in the United States
- injustices which spring from its capitalist
character - there were other issues around
which SERJ could more effectively mobilize
support and interest.
6. At the same time it is not denied that some
investments benefited the subjugated peoples of
the United States more than others and that

when pushed SERJ should be in a position to
identify those investments. Above all worker
control over reinvestment would be the politically progressive solution. However, such a
goal should not be a priority of SERJ and
therefore should not be made the basis of any
position SERJ takes.

2

The following proposals came out of the
Trade Union Conference on Southern Africa,
which was held on June 10, 1978 in San Francisco, when nearly 200 trade unionists officially
representing 64 local unions met. The Conference was obviously a success. The Program of
Action, in particular, gives a clear perspective
on engaging in work around the issue in trade
unions. This Program is printed below in full,
with some of the resolutions preceeding them.
Whereas, ... The only way 14 percent of any
nation's population can .rule 86 percent is by
terror, and
Whereas, the fascist, white minority regimes of
Southern Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia (illegally
pccupied by South Africa) and South Africa
itself continues and is increasing its brutal
oppression of the Black majority through terror; including imprisonment, "banning", murder and deportantions to so-called "homelands" or Bantustans, and
Whereas, the ... Carter administration, while
having an announced policy of pursuing' 'human rights" internationally, continues to give aid
and comfort, economic and military, direct and
indirect, to the \"hite minority regimes in general and South Africa in particular, and
Whereas, the primary force for change in the
region stems from the demand and struggle of
the Black majority for national liberation, independence, majority rule and an end to the
domination of imperialism and colonialism,
Therefore, As U.S. Trade Unionists: We sup-

port and stand in solidarity with the oppressed
workers and people of Southern Africa, their
liberation organizations and movements -particularly trade union movement- in their fight
including armed struggle, to end apartheid and
establish self-determination.

Program of Action:
1. That this Conference establish a Continuations Committee. The Continuations Committee shall be made up of the Conference Sponsor's Executive Committee plus two representitives from all trade union locals in the Ba
Area.

8. Develop a program which will, together with
the Black community, general community, church and students in cooperation with international organizations such as AAPSO, WPC,
WFTU, tlie U.N. Committee Against Apartheid and other non-governmental organizations, carry out activities and actions before the
end of the United Nations declared Year o'"
Struggle Against Apartheid.
9. That the labor movement should join ir
support of labor-community activities supporting labor and liberation movements in Southerh
Africa such as the Zimbabwe Medical Drive
Coalition.

2. Encourage the setting up of the Union Local
Support Committees on Southern Africa and
disseminate educational material to union
members.
3. Encourage all unions to examine their investment portfolios and their health, welfare, and
pension funds and discuss funds going to corporations doing business with minority regimes
in Southern Africa and South Africa in particular.
4. Develop a Trade Union Workshop that will
examine ways of divesting ...
5. Actively participate in and encourage the
boycott of incoming and outgoing goods to and
from countries in Southern Africa with w.hite
minority regimes and South Africa in paFticular, and work for economic and political sanctions by the U.S. against South Africa.
6. Organize a boycott of the Krugerrand in the
Bay Area.
7. Encourage trade union support of community activity to "stop Banking on Apartheid."
Encourage our local and international unions
to withdraw our funds from banks doing business with Southern Africa and encourage our
own union members to withdraw their personal
checking and savings accounts from banks doing business in S.A.

10. That copies of the actions of this Conference and subsequent actions be sent to a!)
international and independent unions thereby
keeping them informed and request their support.
11. That a voluntary assessment of $1.00 per
member per month be requested from members
of all Bay Area local unions, and that these
monies by forwarded to the SACTU in addition
to local unions contributing from their own
union funds.
12. That this conference encourage trade unions to unite in {;arrying out concerted poli~~cal
and economic actions to oppose any invert or
covert military intervention by the United States against the African peoples' liberation struggles in Southern Africa_
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Ammunition for tile revolution...

Southern Africa after Soweto, by
Rogers & Callinicos, 250 pages,
$5.00 incl. postage.
e1year$5
• 6 months $2.50

AMANDLA! l#'"~:,

Southern \.~~/

,!!!!:!~a Solidarity~
Subcribe to Southern Africa Solidarity
$1.00 one year, $2.00 for ten

• Student sub (3 months) $1

e Supporting sub $10 a year
Send to
Socialist Worker

PO Box18037
Cleveland, Ohio, 44118

.___SUBSCRIBE!~

Name _____________________
Address ___________________

Buttons
50¢ each
$4.00 for ten

Send to:
Southern Africa Solidarity
P.O.Box 131
Kendall Sq. Station,
Camb., Ma. 02142

Available from:
Hera Press
Box,18037
Cleveland, OH 44118
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